
MAutomotive Solutions is now in its ninth year of trading and

offers a high dealer level of service at a fraction of main dealer

costs.

The business is located at Four Ashes, just five minutes from

Junction 2 of the M54, and offers many facilities including a while-

you-wait service with a waiting area offering WiFi and complimentary

refreshments.

BM Automotive Solutions opened its doors in 2011 as a brand

new BMW and MINI specialist with over 35 years experience in both

manufacturers.

“We were sure we could offer a great service at competitive prices,

and the business has gone from strength to strength,” says co-

owner Mark Russell. We have seen year-on-year growth through

advertising and more importantly word of mouth.

“But we haven’t stood still over the past eight years. With continued

investment in the latest BMW and MINI tools as well as BMW’s

own ISTA Diagnostic software, we can continue to offer dealer level

services and diagnostics, often performing tasks many smaller

garages cannot. This is shown simply by our capabilities to update

even the latest BMWmodels with the electronic service history

something a lot of garages are failing to do.

“We are also a member of the Good Garage Scheme which has its

own website so customers can leave feedback on work carried out.

Currently, we have a feedback score of 99.5 per cent with many five-

star comments. Our aim is to offer a high dealer level of service at a

fraction of main dealer costs.”

“The future is right for us, we will continue to invest and train in

the latest BMW and MINI technology that will start to focus on all

electric and hybrid models, “ adds Mark. “We will carry out the latest

training courses available to ensure we continue to service and repair

vehicles regardless of the type of engine fitted. Not forgetting our

past we will continue to offer a first-class service for all BMW and

MINI models regardless of age and mileage.”
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